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Video-Based
Questions

Through the use of Google Forms, teachers and students can design formative and
Google Drive  summative assessments on a variety of topics using various forms of media. This
NEW  More  innovation can be used at any level and for any content area as it is centered
around the idea of allowing students to work at their own pace with the use of a
Google Form Chromebook/computer and headphones. This innovation increases student
engagement as well as encourages students to take ownership over their learning.

Google Form
Once you’re into the Google Form, you’ll see several icons along the top and down the side. By
rolling over the icons, you’ll see what their functions are – but the ones you’ll want to focus on for
developing a VBQ are the image, video (YouTube), and question icons found along the bottom
right side.
You will also see options to change the type of question being asked. Google automatically is set
to “Multiple Choice.” If your question is going to be more than two or three words in response, I
recommend giving your students the “Paragraph” option.

If you know the video you want to use ahead of time, snag the URL from YouTube ahead of time
and when you select the “YouTube” icon on Google Forms, you can insert the video link directly.
Once you’ve entered the link, your video will appear in the form. My suggestion is to make the
viewing screen as large as possible for your students.
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Here, I have uploaded a YouTube video and now can select the type of question I want to ask.

Add Video, Images, or
Readings and
questions – it’s that
simple!

That’s IT!
It’s really that simple!
You can add images or readings, but consider the types of questions you want your students to
respond to and how you want to review their responses (full-class discussion, independently, etc.).

Viewing Samples
https://grotrian.weebly.com/vbqs.html
Here you will be able to see teacher-generated VBQs and student-generated VBQs.

#VBQs
Check out #VBQs on Twitter.com (@MsGrotrian)
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